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INDOT Employee Goes National on Satellite Radio 

 
“Rooster,” an over-the-road trucker, was just one of many callers who connected with Freight Policy 
Analyst Donna Luley in October, when she appeared on SiriusXM Radio’s Road Dog Trucking 
channel. 

 
Luley, representing the INDOT Freight Office, was a guest on “Road Dog 
News,” a mid-afternoon segment hosted by Mark Willis on Road Dog 
Trucking, a channel that advertises itself as “talk for truckers.” Willis 
interviewed Luley for an hour during the live program, which was 
broadcast across the United States and Canada. The focus was on the 
Truck Parking Information and Management System (TPIMS) pilot 
program, which will track the number of parking spaces available at 
upcoming rest areas and weigh stations and inform truckers of parking 
availability via interstate signs. 

 
The eight-state collaborative effort was 

highlighted in a previous Inside INDOT story. 
 
“Construction to install the automated sensors that monitor select 
truck parking sites to track where open spaces exist in real time won’t begin until 2017, but we want 
to get the word out to truckers now,” said Luley. “We thought that the trucking station on SiriusXM 
would be a great way to do that, as we will be relying on trucker feedback as one of the key elements 
to measuring success of the program.” 
 
The TPIMS will appear on nine high-volume freight corridors, including I-65 and I-70 in Indiana.  
 
During the interview, Willis said: “The state of Indiana is a global distribution powerhouse and a 
national transportation hub. The state features some of the most heavily traveled truck corridors in the 
United States, so this project is very critical to provide the information that truckers need so they can 
get some rest.” 
 
Willis opened up the phone lines, and 
truckers with interesting handles such as 
“Rooster” and “Royal B.” called in from states 
across the country – including California, 
Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, New York 
and Wisconsin. Several callers liked the 
details that Luley revealed about the TPIMS 
program. Some, though, played devil’s advocate and questioned Luley about scenarios such as 
motor homes unfairly taking the spots instead of semitrailers, or if there will be portable toilets at the 
weigh stations that feature TPIMS. 
 
“I fielded some really great questions from professional truck industry drivers,” said Luley. “I was able 
to directly answer most of them. Regarding the questions that were speculative, I told them that our 

Donna Luley spent an hour 
talking to trucks on satellite 
radio’s Road Dog Trucking. 
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eight-state coalition would be monitoring all facets to see if that particular scenario became a 
widespread, regular practice.” 
 
Luley continued: “That’s why feedback from the truckers – available to leave on the 
http://trucksparkhere.com website or by contacting the appropriate state’s DOT representative like me 
– is so important, as they are a major stakeholder in freight transportation.” 
 
Once the program launches, Luley said, the other ways to measure success besides trucker 
feedback will be whether the: 
 

• Actual utilization of the parking spaces has taken place 
• Parking shortages have declined 
• Truck parking is more safe and secure 
• Fatigue-related crashes have declined 
• Drivers can rely on the accuracy of the parking information 

Road Dog Trucking Radio – Channel 146 on SiriusXM – has asked the INDOT Freight Office to be on 
the program again in the coming months for updates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


